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ABSTRACT
Far infrared absorption and laser-excited Raman spectroscopy can be easily applied to
the investigation of minerals and are extremely useful for structural studies and identification purposes, especially for crystals containing heavier atoms. It is only necessary to
have the crystals ground to a powder. The powder is used directly to obtain l{aman spectra
and as an ordinarl' mull for the far infrared If a single crystal or a cluster of small crystals
is available, a Raman spectrum can be obtained rvithout any preparation at all. These
points are exemplified by the spectra of As+S+(realgar) and AszSa(orpiment). The observed
spectrum of realgar is tentatively assigned to an AsaSamolecule of the cradle t1pe, possessing
D2a syrnmetry.'Ihe As-S stretching and S-As-S bending regions areidentified for orpiment.

fnrnorucrrow
Although mid-infrared absorption spectroscopy(4000-200cm-t) has
been frequently employed in the study of inorganic compounds and
natural minerals,the applicationof far infrared absorptionand of Raman
scattering techniques to these studies has been much more limited.
Spectrahave been obtained in the mid-infrared of the common silicate,
oxide, sulfate,phosphate,and carbonateminerals.Thesespectrausually
show a fer,vabsorption peaks, often broad, correspondingto vibrations
involving motions of the oxygen atoms. Minerals containing heavier
atoms were seldom studied becausetheir vibrational absorption fundamentals are expectedto occur in the far infrared region (200-10 cm-1).
As to Ranan spectroscopy,the main reasonthat prevented its application to the study of minerals was the difficulty of handling solid samples.
Examples of this situation can be found in the extensive survey of midinfrared absorption spectra of inorganic compounds by Miller and
Wilkins (1952) (NaCl region) and by Miller et al. (1960) (CsBr region)
and in the critical bibliography on the studies of minerals in the infrared
by Lyon (1962). No similar publications are available f or the far infrared
and for the Raman effect,and this simply reflectsthe fact that there have
been very ferv paperson the far infrared and Raman spectraof minerals.
The present availabilitl. of commerciaifar-infrared spectrometers,and
the recentintroduction of lasersas exciting sourcesfor Raman scattering,
will certainll' changethis situation in the near future.
This paper presents the application of these two techniques to the
t F'ello'r'r-of the Guggenheim Foundation. On leave of absence from the University of
S. Paulo, Brazil.
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study of two arsenicsulfideminerals:realgarand orpiment. The observed
spectraare interpreted qualitatively on the basisof the structureswhich
are known from electron and X-ray diffraction studies. This is more
successfulfor realgar than for orpiment. When this work rvasstarted, its
aims were more ambitious becauseit was hoped that a quantitative
interpretation of the spectra would be possible.For this purpose,however, additional experimentaldata would have been necessary,such as
Raman polarizations. The crystallites were too small to use singlecrystal techniques, and no suitable solvents were found for solution
methods. Also the melting points of the sampleswere too high for the
melts to be handled with the techniquesat our disposal.Attempts were
also made to apply a high pressuremicrosampling technique (Lippincott
et al. 1966) which might provide a means of distinguishing between
lattice and internal vibrations. Even a few atmospherespressure,however, turned the samples too dark to give a Raman spectrum with excitation by 6328A He-Ne laserradiation.
The molecular structure is known from electron diffraction studies of
the gases(Lu and Donohue 1944). The structure of realgar was determined by X-ray diffraction bv lto et al. (1952),and of orpiment b1'these
same authors and by Morimoto (1954), as shorvnin Figure 1. For AsnSa
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(a)

(b)

Fro. 1. Molecular structuresof (a) realgar and (b) orpiment. In (b) is shown an AszSz
spiral chain (heavy and light full circles), and an As:Sg layer (full and broken circles). Reproduced from Ito, Morimoto and Sadanaga, 1952).
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in the vapor, the structure is similar to that of nitrogen tetrasulfide.The
crystal is built up of separateAsaSamoleculesof the cradle t-vpe,and the
spacegroup is Czns-P2tf
n The molecular symmetrv is D2a.Four S and
four As atoms in the molecule are bound to one another by covalent
bonds, forming a square and a tetrahedron,respectively.The square of
sulfurscuts through the middle of the arsenictetrahedron.Orpiment, on
the other hand, is made up of superimposedAszSrlavers containing AsS
spiral chains.The spacegroup is the sameas for AsrSa.Lu and Donohue
(1944) suggestedthat the orpiment moleculein the vapor is AsrSoand
that it possesses
an AsaO6structure.
Glasseshaving the compositionAs2S3,
or producedusing this molecule
as a network former and different sulfidesas network modifiers,have had
their mid-infrared absorptionspectradetern.rined
b1' severalauthors, including Frerichs (1953), Matsuda (1960) and Vashko et al. (1962). The
purposeof thesestudieswas to look for infrared transparentglasses.The
spectrarverenot interpreted, since,as will be seenin the following, the
fundamental vibration bands {or the arsenicsulfidesare expectedto fall
below 400 cm-1. A table of the positionsof the observedinfrared bands
down to 400 cm 1 was, however,given b]. Vashko et al. (1962)for As2S3,
As2Se3,
and other glasses.
A ven- recent paper b1- Ward (1968) gives the Raman spectra of
natural specimensof realgarand orpiment and of glasseshaving a similar'
composition.However no infrared spectrawere obtained, and no interpretation of the observed spectra rvas attempted. Our Raman results
agreeverv ivell with his.
A knorvledgeof the spectra of related molecules,such as the arsenic
oxides,rvould have greatly helped in the interpretation of the spectraof
realgar and orpiment, if suitable correlationscould be establishedbetween the spectra of correspondingmolecules. Arsenic oxides were
studied, to a limited extent, especiallyb1' Russian authors. For instance
Cheremisinov (1959) obtained the infrared and Raman spectra of the
low temperature form of crystalline arsenic trioxide (octahedral) and
gave an interpretation basedon an AsaO6dimer molecularspeciesof 2,1
symmetrv. This symmetrv was chosenb1' a simplifiedmethod of counting
the observedRaman and infrared bands, and checkingfor coincidences.
However, according to Ito et al. (1952) there are two arsenic oxide
mineralswhosestructuresare related,in a similar way, to the structures
of realgarand orpiment. Arsenolite(AszOs)is made up of AsaO6groupso{
the cradlet1'pe,like realgar,with two more oxygenatoms attachedon top
and at the bottom, while claudetite(AsrO3)has a layer structurelike that
of orpiment. The mode of linkage in these two minerals, if oxygen and
sulfur atoms are Iookedupon as equivalent,is roughly the same.
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ExpnnrlrnNrer,
The samples of the realgar and orpiment minerals used in this investigation were
purchased from a mineralogical supply service and came lrom near Manhattan, Nevada
Since the realgar mineral contained some orpiment and vice-versa, the small cr1'stalsused
u'ere selected under a magnifier.'Ihe crystals were ground to a powder with a dentist's
amalgamator.
'fhe
Raman spectra were obtained rvith a Cary 81 spectrometer and excited rvith a
Spectra Physics model 125 He-Ne laser delivering 50 mrv of power at 6328 A Instead of
employing the regular sample holder for compressedpowders, it was Iound more convenielt
to use a glass capillary with end-on illumination as customarily emplol'ed for liquids
(Harn-esel al. 1966'1.The capillary was loosely packed rvith the powder. During the irradiation no changes u'ere observed in orpiment (AsrS), but realgar (AsaS+)changed slorvly
'lhis
produced small changesin the spectra of the samples of realgar
from red to yellow.
irradiated for long time since some weak bands started to appear at the positions of the
strongest orpiment bands. An irregular chunk of realgar of approximately one centimeter
'I'he
cube was also irradiated by the laser beam
beam was concentrated in a small region
oi clustered crystals. Excellent Raman spectra rvere obtained in this rvay. The background,
for instance, was weaker in this case than for the powdered samples The diameter of the
He-Ne laser beam at the sample is approximately 2 mm. The tiny realgar cr1'stalsthat accumulate in small clusters in the natural minerals have an approximate area of 0.4 mm2.
For this reason no oriented single crystal study' could be carried out Except for minor
changesin the intensities of some of the bands, the Raman spectrum of the clustered cryst a l s c o i n c i d e dr v i t h t h e s p e c t r u m o f t h e p o u d e r .
fnfrared spectra of nujol mulls were obtained from 400 to 35 cm-r using thin films of
sample pressed between 1/8 in. thick polyethylene plates A Beckman IR-11 far infrared
spectrophotometer was employed.
The observed spectra are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The rvave number values of the observed bands are given in Tables I and 2 The accuracy is approximately *2 cm-r for
Raman bands and *3 cm-r for infrared bands.

RBsur.rs ANDDrscussroN
Both moleculesstudied are extremel,vstrong scatterersand good infrared absorbers.As can be seenfrom the figures most of the observed
bands are narrow and well defined.We will now attempt a qualitative
assignmentof the observedfrequenciesto the normal modesof vibration.
There are only two related moleculesthat have been spectroscopically
anal)rzedpreviously that can be of some help in the discussion which
follows. The first is the onll' arsenic sullide that has had its spectrum
assigned,namely the AsSr2-ion. It was studied in the Raman b1' Siebert
(1966),and the four observedfrequencieswere assignedto fd s)'mmetry
as follows: As-S stretches:419cm-l (classF2) and 386 (At and angle de-
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Fro. 2. Infrared and Raman spectra of realgar (AsaSn).The infrared spectrum is a rex. Breaks in the infrared spectra
trace of the original. A polyethylene band is indicated by
curves are due to changes of sample thickness.

formations 216 (F:) and 17I (E). One seesthen that As-S stretching
modes are expectedaround 400 cm-l while S-As-Sangle deformations fall
in the neighborhood of 200 cm-1. The other molecule is nitrogen tetrasulfide (NrSt. It was investigatedspectroscopicallyin the Raman and
infrared by Lippincolt and Tobin (1953), and more recently by Bragin
and Evans (1969). These last mentioned authors interpret their result;
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Frc. 3. Infrared and Raman spectra of orpiment (AszS:). The infrared spectrum is a retrace of the original. A polyethylene band is indicated by +. Breaks in the infrared spectra
curves are dub to changes of sample thickness.

based on the molecular model of Sharma and Donohue (1963) in which
the S and N atoms alternate in an eight-memberedcradle-shapedring
of D2a slmmetrl', and in which the nitrogen atoms are coplanar. In the
discussionwhich follows the realgar and orpiment molecules will be
treated separately.
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Te,srn 1. Oesenvso INrnennn lllo R,q.uexSprc:rne or Rrer,cen (AsrSr)
Raman (powder)

Infrared (mull)
Interpretation

cm-I

19
23
26
40
46
50
55
60
66
124

Intens.

S

vw, sh
s
m
m
s
w, sh

47

molecular bend (B)

molecular bend (A1)

2xffi:120

r43

m

155
r66
172
183
193

m
m
VS

214
222
235

J/

VS

l4l
148

170

S

t94
205
2tl

m
m
m
m

225

s

l6J

m

2.58
269
276
313
329
345
355
370
376
416
M5
4ffi
526
556
591
696

284

vw, sh

v'

330

m

s

J4J

VS

/ J.)

w, m, s:weak, medium, strong,
v: very, sh: shoulder.

358
367
373

m
S

S-As-S bend (B)
194-46:l+8
222-66:156
222-ffi:162
S-As-S bend (E)
S-As-S bend (A1)
S-As-S bend (Br)

143+60:203
183+26:209
17O+46:216
S-As-S bend (E)

50+183:233
194+46:24-O
60+193:253
46+222:268
50+225:275
60+225:285
143*170:313
As-S stretch
As-S stretch
As-S stretch
As-S stretch
As-S stretch

(B)
(B)
(Ar)
(E)
(E)

60+355:415
2X222:4M
46+193+222:46r
194+330:524
194+358:552
:592
2251367
2X345:690
2X367:73+
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Tltrl-E 2, OssnnvEoINlnmro aNo ReuaN Spncrna or OnerunNr (As:S3)
Raman (powder)

Infrared (mull)
Interpretation

cm-l

23
26
36

Intens.

cm'

Intens.

m

52
59
6l
69
105
136
143
154
166
179
186
203
293
311
326
355
360
369
384
400
435
458
474
498
587
652
68.5
707
730
783

vw, sh
m
m
m
m

139
S

vw, sh
m
vw, sh
s

160
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61*105:166
m

36+154:190
202

S

s
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msh

348
354
361

m

154+179:333
m
m
m

381
393

vvw, sh
vvw, sh
vvrv, sh

ww, sh

2x203:406
69+368:437
105+355:460
179+29s:472
203+293:496
203+384:587
:648
293+355
305+381:686
2x 3 5 5 : 7 1 0
35s+384:739
2x393:786

strong.
w, m, s:weak,medium,
v:very, sh:shoulder.
Reolgar(AsaSr).As mentioned before,experimentalevidencefrom other
sourcespoints towards a molecular symmetry of the Dza point group for
the individual As+Samolecules. One then expects that the vibrational
fundamentalswill be distributed asfollows 3N+2L2+281+3Br+4E. All
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but the A'2modes should be active in the Raman spectrum, while onl1,the Bz and E modesshould be active in the infrared. The spacegroup for
realgar is, however, Czrswith only C1 available as site svmmetrl'. The
AsaSrmoleculesdo not have a center of svmmetry and must lie on sitesof
C1 slmmetry. As consequenceall frequencies should become active. It
should be possible to find out to what extent this actually happens
through examinationof the spectraof the powders.Comparisonwith the
spectraof the liquid or of solutionswould be very usefulin separatingthe
frequenciesof the internal modes from lattice modes, splitting of degeneratemodes, and splitting under the factor group. Since no spectra
of liquid or solutions are available, a considerable amount of arbitrarinesswill have to be exercisedin our choiceof fundamentals.As already
mentioned, the accepted structure for the SaN+,which is similar to
realgar,possesses
a squareof nitrogen atoms. In the caseof realgar,however, the square is made up of sulfur atoms, as shown by the X-ray diffraction study of Ito et al. (1952). These authors also determined that the
distancebetween arsenicatoms in the crystal for pairs on the same side
of the equatorial plane formed by the square of sulfur atoms is 2.59 A.
Sincethe van der Waals diameterfor arsenicis 4.00 A-much larger than
the above mentioned distance-a certain amount of interaction must
exist betweenpairs of oppositearsenicatoms.
By looking at the spectra of this compound, especiallvthe Raman
spectrumin Figure 2, one immediately seesthat the strongestbands fall
in three definitely limited wavenumberregions.Two regionsare centered
around 350 and 200 cm-r respectively,and the other lies below 65 cm-1.
Taking into account the already mentioned frequenciesobserved by
Siebertin the Raman spectrum of AsSa2-it can be seenthat the first two
groups of bands contain the As-S stretching (400 cm-l) and S-As-Sbending (200 cm-l) modes,respectively. The bands lower than 65 cm-r should
be due to ring deformationsand lattice vibrations. These ring deformations are expectedto involve movement of the pairs of oppositearsenic
atoms.
Schematicallythe As-S stretchesare distributed as A.1+Ar+81+82
f 2E, and the ring deformationsas 2A1{A.2+Br+2Br+ 2E.In the highfrequency region, then, five As-S stretching vibrations are expectedand
five bands were observed.If the activities lor Dzasymmetry were obeyed,
three of the Raman bands should have correspondinginfrared bands, and
should belongto classesBz and E, while two of the Raman bands should
have no correspondinginfrared bands and so belongto classesAr and Br.
Since all five strongest Raman bands have correspondinginfrared bands
(due to relaxing of the selectionrules in the crystal), and sinceno polarization of the Raman bands is known, an assignment can be attempted
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only by taking into account the relative intensities of the bands' In the
Raman effect the strongestbands belong usually to totally symmetrical
vibrations. The band at 355 cm-1 is thereforeassignedto the Ar species.
Since 329 cm-1 does not correspondto a strong infrared band, it is assigned to the Br species.The very strong infrared band 343 cm-1 is
assigned to 82, and the remaining strong infrared bands 367 and 373
cm-l are assignedto E. This assignmentfollows the correspondingone of
Bragin and Evans (1969)for SaNathat relieson polarizationobservations
of some of the strongest Raman bands and on a normal cooordinate
analysis.
As for the bending modes the assignmentis more arbitary since there
are more bands than needed,all with medium or high intensity. Although there are some Raman bands that have no correspondinginfrared
counterparts(such as 166 and 235 cm-l) they are not the most intensein
the spectrum and, besides,as shown above, the Dza molecular symmetry
does not seern to hold strictly in the cr1'stal. We prefer to assign the
strongest Raman bands to fundamentals, and therefore attribute 183,
to the Ar, Br, and E deformationmodes.
193,and 222 cm-r, respectiv.ely,
The latter correspondsto the 222 cm-r Raman band. For the Bz mode
we choosethe 143 cm-I band becauseit is neededfor the interpretation
of three sum bands. Two deformations of speciesAr and 82 are still to be
assigned.They are modes in which the pairs of arsenic atoms, on the
same side of the equatorial plane formed by the four sulfur atoms, move
toward and away from each other. By analogl'with S+Nathe frequencies
are expectedto be verl'low. Nine Raman bands are available below 66
cm-r for thesemodes.The strongest(as in the caseof S+Na)are assigned,
namelv, 46 to Bz and 60 cm-r to Ar. The band assignedto 82 has an infrared counterpart observedonly in thick mulls.
Table 1 also shows that it is not difficult to explain most of the weak
bands as due to binary combinationsor harmonics.With few exceptions
the selection rules for D:a molecular symmetrv are followed. These exceptions reflect the lower site symmetry.
Orpiment(AsrS). The interpretation of the vibrational spectrumis much
more difficult in this case than for realgar since, as shown by Ito et al.
(1952), the structure of orpiment is made up of superimposedAs2Sa
layers containingAs-S spiral chains(Fig. 1). Each As atom is surrounded
by three sulfur atoms, and each S atom is sharedb1-two As atoms. The
layers are held to one another by van der Waals forces. The crystal
is the same as for realgar (Morimoto, 1954). As already
symmetrl,' (Czr,5)
mentioned, the conversion of realgar to orpiment is relatively easy;
schematically it requires breaking the ring and the insertion of a sulfur
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atom betweeneachAs-As pair. Ito et al. (1952),pointedout that although
the structure of orpiment seemsto have little similarity with that of
realgar, on closerexamination one finds out that both structures are in
fact built from the samestructural units upon differentprinciples.This is
apparent from Figure 1. The spectra neverthelesslook different. One
thereforecannot expectthat the spectrum of realgar can be of great help
in the interpretation of the spectrumof orpiment. Somepoints, however,
are worth mentioning.Upon comparingthe Raman spectrumof orpiment
(Figure 3) with realgar, the absencefor orpiment of very strong bands
below 60 cm-l is striking. The two strongestbands observedin this region
for realgar were interpreted as deformationsof the ring involving movement toward and away from each other of the arsenic atoms located in
the same side of the plane of sulfurs. I{owever, while in realgar the
s h o r t e s tA s - A s d i s t a n c ei s 2 . 5 9A , i n o r p i m e n t ,i t i s 3 . 2 5 A ( M o i i m o t o ,
1954).Sincethis distanceis of the order of the van der waals diameter in
arsenic,no sensiblecontribution from an As-Asinteractionis expectedfor
orpiment. This could be the reasonwhy no strong bands appear below
60 cm-r in the Raman spectrum of orpiment.
Lu and Donohue (1944)examinedorpiment by electrondiffraction and
found that, as a vapor, it consistsof AsaSo
molecules.They suggestedthat
the crystal should be related to AsnSomolecules,in the same way that
orthorhombic SbzOris to SbrOeand, possibly, even as monoclinicAszOs
is to AsEOo.
However,monoclinicAs2O3has not yet beenanalyzedspectroscopically,and no comparisonof this sort is possibleat present.
In the spectrum of orpiment also one can distinguish three distinct
spectral regionswhere the strongestbands seem to assemble.The first,
below 70 cm-l, containsa few bands of medium and weak intensitl, which
should be due to lattice vibrations. Between 100 and 200 cm -r are bands
due to S-As-S angle bending and from 300 to 400 cm-r approximately, is
the As-S stretchingregion. Table 2 showsthat, for orpiment also,the less
intense Raman bands are easily explainedas overtonesor combination
tones.
CoNcrusror.rs
The advantageof knowing the infrared absorptionspectrum as well as
the Raman spectrumof natural mineralsfor identification and analytical
purposesis well known. We have tried to show here that the possibilitl,
of studying minerals by far infrared absorption and laser-excitedRaman
spectroscopy gives the opportunity of gathering essential information
also for the knowledgeof their structure. Thesetechniquesare especially
useful for minerals containing heavier atoms, as was the caseof realgar
and orpiment presentedin this paper. The preparation of the samplesto
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be investigatedis extremely simple, requiring only that the mineral be
ground to a powder. For Raman spectroscopyfrequentll' no preparation
is necessary.
Since minerals are generallyinsoluble,and melt onl_vat high temperatures, it might be verl' difficult, or even impossible,to make a detailed
interpretation of the observedvibrational spectra.This happenedwith
orpiment. In other cases,as with realgar,when the molecular structure
and the spectrumare simpler,a qualitative interpretation can be straightf orward.
Additional help in establishingmore reliableassignmentsin thesecases
could have come from the spectra of other minerals or compoundspossessingan analogousstructure. In our casethe knowledgeof the spectra
of the AsSnz-ion and of the N+S+molecule was useful. possibly a still
more usefulanalogl' could have comefrom the appropriatearsenicoxides
if their vibrational spectrawere known.
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